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All Noun 8s- G 

GABBARDS AABBDGRS GABBARD, barge [n] 

GABBARTS AABBGRST GABBART, gabbard (barge) [n] 

GABBLERS ABBEGLRS GABBLER, one that gabbles (to jabber (to talk rapidly)) [n] 

GABELLES ABEEGLLS GABELLE, tax on salt [n] 

GABFESTS ABEFGSST GABFEST, informal gathering for general talk [n] 

GADABOUT AABDGOTU one that gads about [n -S] 

GADFLIES ADEFGILS GADFLY, biting fly [n] 

GADGETRY ADEGGRTY devising or constructing of gadgets [n -RIES] 

GADWALLS AADGLLSW GADWALL, wild duck [n] 

GAGSTERS AEGGRSST GAGSTER, gagman (one who writes jokes) [n] 

GAHNITES AEGHINST GAHNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

GAIETIES AEEGIIST GAIETY, festive activity [n] 

GALABIAS AAABGILS GALABIA, djellaba (long hooded garment) [n] 

GALABIEH AABEGHIL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALABIYA AAABGILY djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALANGAL AAAGGLLN medicinal plant [n -S] 

GALANGAS AAAGGLNS GALANGA, galangal (medicinal plant) [n] 

GALATEAS AAAEGLST GALATEA, strong cotton fabric [n] 

GALAXIES AAEGILSX GALAXY, large system of celestial bodies [n] 

GALBANUM AABGLMNU gum resin [n -S] 

GALENITE AEEGILNT galena (principal ore of lead) [n -S] 

GALETTES AEEGLSTT GALETTE, flat round cake [n] 

GALILEES AEEGILLS GALILEE, type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n] 

GALIPOTS AGILOPST GALIPOT, type of turpentine [n] 

GALLATES AAEGLLST GALLATE, chemical salt [n] 

GALLEASS AAEGLLSS large war galley [n -ES] 

GALLEINS AEGILLNS GALLEIN, green dye [n] 

GALLEONS AEGLLNOS GALLEON, large sailing vessel [n] 

GALLERIA AAEGILLR roofed promenade or court [n -S] 

GALLETAS AAEGLLST GALLETA, perennial grass [n] 

GALLIARD AADGILLR lively dance [n -S] 

GALLIASS AAGILLSS galleass (large war galley) [n -ES] 

GALLICAS AACGILLS GALLICA, European rose [n] 

GALLIOTS AGILLOST GALLIOT, small galley [n] 

GALLIPOT AGILLOPT small earthen jar [n -S] 

GALLIUMS AGILLMSU GALLIUM, metallic element [n] 

GALLNUTS AGLLNSTU GALLNUT, abnormal swelling of plant tissue [n] 

GALLOONS AGLLNOOS GALLOON, ornamental braid [n] 

GALLOOTS AGLLOOST GALLOOT, galoot (awkward or uncouth person) [n] 

GALLOPER AEGLLOPR one that gallops (to ride horse at full speed) [n -S] 

GALLOWAY AAGLLOWY breed of hornless cattle [n -S] 

GALLUSES AEGLLSSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [n] 

GALOPADE AADEGLOP lively round dance [n -S] 

GALOSHES AEGHLOSS GALOSH, overshoe (protective outer shoe) [n] / GALOSHE [n] 

GAMASHES AAEGHMSS boots worn by horseback riders [n GAMASHES] 
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GAMBADES AABDEGMS GAMBADE, gambado (leap made by horse) [n] 

GAMBADOS AABDGMOS GAMBADO, leap made by horse [n] 

GAMBESON ABEGMNOS medieval coat [n -S] 

GAMBIERS ABEGIMRS GAMBIER, extract obtained from Asian vine [n] 

GAMBLERS ABEGLMRS GAMBLER, one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n] 

GAMBOGES ABEGGMOS GAMBOGE, gum resin [n] 

GAMBRELS ABEGLMRS GAMBREL, part of horse's leg [n] 

GAMBUSIA AABGIMSU small fish [n -S] 

GAMEBOOK ABEGKMOO book of strategies used by sports team [n -S] 

GAMECOCK ACCEGKMO rooster trained for fighting [n -S] 

GAMEFISH AEFGHIMS fish caught for sport [n -ES] 

GAMEFOWL AEFGLMOW gamecock (rooster trained for fighting) [n -S] 

GAMELANS AAEGLMNS GAMELAN, type of orchestra [n] 

GAMENESS AEEGMNSS quality of being game (plucky (brave and spirited)) [n -S] 

GAMEPLAY AAEGLMPY way computer or video game is played [n -S] 

GAMESMAN AAEGMMNS one who plays games [n -MEN] 

GAMESMEN AEEGMMNS GAMESMAN, one who plays games [n] 

GAMESTER AEEGMRST gambler (one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables)) [n -S] 

GAMINESS AEGIMNSS quality of being gamy (plucky (brave and spirited)) [n -ES] 

GAMMADIA AAADGIMM Greek ornamental designs [n GAMMADIA] 

GAMMONER AEGMMNOR one that gammons (to mislead by deceptive talk) [n -S] 

GAMODEME ADEEGMMO somewhat isolated breeding community of organisms [n -S] 

GANACHES AACEGHNS GANACHE, creamy chocolate mixture [n] 

GANGLAND AADGGLNN criminal underworld [n -S] 

GANGLION AGGILNNO group of nerve cells [n -IA, -S] 

GANGPLOW AGGLNOPW agricultural implement [n -S] 

GANGRELS AEGGLNRS GANGREL, vagabond [n] 

GANGSTAS AAGGNSST GANGSTA, member of street gang [n] 

GANGSTER AEGGNRST member of criminal gang [n -S] 

GANGWAYS AAGGNSWY GANGWAY, passageway [n] 

GANISTER AEGINRST type of rock [n -S] 

GANNETRY AEGNNRTY place where gannets breed [n -RIES] 

GANTLINE AEGILNNT rope on ship [n -S] 

GANTLOPE AEGLNOPT former military punishment [n -S] 

GANTRIES AEGINRST GANTRY, structure for supporting railroad signals [n] 

GANYMEDE ADEEGMNY youth who serves liquors [n -S] 

GANZFELD ADEFGLNZ technique of controlled sensory input used in parapsychology [n -S] 

GAOLBIRD ABDGILOR jailbird (prisoner (one that is imprisoned)) [n -S] 

GAPESEED ADEEEGPS something that causes wonder [n -S] 

GAPEWORM AEGMOPRW worm that causes disease of young birds [n -S] 

GARBAGES AABEGGRS GARBAGE, food waste [n] 

GARBANZO AABGNORZ chickpea (Asian herb) [n -S] 

GARBLERS ABEGLRRS GARBLER, one that garbles (to distort meaning of) [n] 

GARBOARD AABDGORR plank on ship's bottom [n -S] 

GARBOILS ABGILORS GARBOIL, turmoil [n] 

GARDENER ADEEGNRR one that gardens (to cultivate plot of ground) [n -S] 
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GARDENIA AADEGINR tropical shrub or tree [n -S] 

GARGANEY AAEGGNRY small duck [n -S] 

GARGLERS AEGGLRRS GARGLER, one that gargles (to rinse mouth or throat) [n] 

GARGOYLE AEGGLORY ornamental figure [n -S] 

GARIGUES AEGGIRSU GARIGUE, low scrubland [n] 

GAROTTER AEGORRTT one that garottes (to garrote (to execute by strangling)) [n -S] 

GARPIKES AEGIKPRS GARPIKE, garfish (freshwater fish) [n] 

GARROTER AEGORRRT one that garrotes (to execute by strangling) [n -S] 

GASALIER AAEGILRS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASELIER AEEGILRS gaslight chandelier [n -S] 

GASHOUSE AEGHOSSU gasworks (factory where gas is produced) [n -S] 

GASIFIER AEFGIIRS one that gasifies (to convert into gas) [n -S] 

GASKINGS AGGIKNSS GASKING, gasket (packing for making something fluid-tight) [n] 

GASOGENE AEEGGNOS gazogene (apparatus for carbonating liquids) [n -S] 

GASOHOLS AGHLOOSS GASOHOL, fuel mixture of gasoline and ethyl alcohol [n] 

GASOLENE AEEGLNOS gasoline (liquid fuel) [n -S] 

GASOLIER AEGILORS gaselier (gaslight chandelier) [n -S] 

GASOLINE AEGILNOS liquid fuel [n -S] 

GASSINGS AGGINSSS GASSING, poisoning by noxious gas [n] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES] 

GASTNESS AEGNSSST fright [n -ES] 

GASTRAEA AAAEGRST type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals) [n -S] 

GASTREAS AAEGRSST GASTREA, gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n] 

GASTRINS AGINRSST GASTRIN, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

GASTRULA AAGLRSTU metazoan embryo [n -E, -S] 

GASWORKS AGKORSSW factory where gas is produced [n -S] 

GATCHERS ACEGHRST GATCHER, one that gatches (to behave boastfully) [n] 

GATEFOLD ADEFGLOT folded insert in book or magazine [n -S] 

GATELEGS AEEGGLST GATELEG, table with extensions supported by movable legs [n] 

GATEPOST AEGOPSTT post from which gate is hung [n -S] 

GATEWAYS AAEGSTWY GATEWAY, passage that may be closed by gate [n] 

GATHERER AEEGHRRT one that gathers (to bring together into one place or group) [n -S] 

GAUCHERS ACEGHRSU GAUCHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

GAUNCHES ACEGHNSU GAUNCH, underpants [n] 

GAVELOCK ACEGKLOV crowbar [n -S] 

GAWMOGES AEGGMOSW GAWMOGE, clownish person [n] 

GAYETIES AEEGISTY GAYETY, gaiety (festive activity) [n] 

GAYWINGS AGGINSWY perennial herb [n GAYWINGS] 

GAZABOES AABEGOSZ GAZABO, fellow [n] 

GAZANIAS AAAGINSZ GAZANIA, South African herb [n] 

GAZEBOES ABEEGOSZ GAZEBO, roofed structure open on sides [n] 

GAZELLES AEEGLLSZ GAZELLE, small antelope [n] 

GAZOGENE AEEGGNOZ apparatus for carbonating liquids [n -S] 

GAZPACHO AACGHOPZ cold, spicy soup [n -S] 

GAZUMPER AEGMPRUZ one that gazumps (to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon) [n -S] 

GEARCASE AACEEGRS casing for gears [n -S] 
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GEARHEAD AADEEGHR mechanically inclined person [n -S] 

GEARINGS AEGGINRS GEARING, system of gears [n] 

GEEKDOMS DEEGKMOS GEEKDOM, world of geeks [n] 

GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU unit of mass [n -S] 

GELATINE AEEGILNT gelatin (glutinous substance) [n -S] 

GELATINS AEGILNST GELATIN, glutinous substance [n] 

GELATION AEGILNOT process of gelling [n -S] 

GELCOATS ACEGLOST GELCOAT, surface layer of polyester resin [n] 

GELDINGS DEGGILNS GELDING, castrated animal [n] 

GELIDITY DEGIILTY iciness (state of being icy (covered with ice)) [n -TIES] 

GELLANTS AEGLLNST GELLANT, substance used to produce gelling [n] 

GELSEMIA AEEGILMS medicinal plant roots [n GELSEMIA] 

GEMATRIA AAEGIMRT cabalistic method of interpreting Scriptures [n -S] 

GEMMULES EEGLMMSU GEMMULE, small gemma [n] 

GEMOLOGY EGGLMOOY science of gems [n -GIES] 

GEMSBOKS BEGKMOSS GEMSBOK, large antelope [n] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

GEMSTONE EEGMNOST precious stone [n -S] 

GENDARME ADEEGMNR policeman [n -S] 

GENERALS AEEGLNRS GENERAL, military officer [n] 

GENERICS CEEGINRS GENERIC, type of drug [n] 

GENETICS CEEGINST science of heredity [n GENETICS] 

GENETTES EEEGNSTT GENETTE, genet (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

GENIPAPO AEGINOPP genipap (tropical tree) [n -S] 

GENIPAPS AEGINPPS GENIPAP, tropical tree [n] 

GENISTAS AEGINSST GENISTA, shrub with yellow flowers [n] 

GENITALS AEGILNST sexual organs [n -S] 

GENITIVE EEGIINTV grammatical case [n -S] 

GENITORS EGINORST GENITOR, male parent [n] 

GENITURE EEGINRTU birth [n -S] 

GENIUSES EEGINSSU GENIUS, exceptional natural aptitude [n] 

GENNAKER AEEGKNNR spinnaker sail [n -S] 

GENOCIDE CDEEGINO deliberate extermination of national or racial group [n -S] 

GENOGRAM AEGGMNOR diagram of history of behavior patterns of family [n -S] 

GENOISES EEGINOSS GENOISE, rich sponge cake [n] 

GENOMICS CEGIMNOS study of genomes [n GENOMICS] 

GENSENGS EEGGNNSS GENSENG, ginseng (perennial herb) [n] 

GENTIANS AEGINNST GENTIAN, flowering plant [n] 

GENTILES EEGILNST GENTILE, non-Jewish person [n] 

GENTRICE CEEGINRT good breeding [n -S] 

GENTRIES EEGINRST GENTRY, people of high social class [n] 

GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S] 

GEODUCKS CDEGKOSU GEODUCK, large, edible clam [n] 

GEOGNOSY EGGNOOSY branch of geology [n -SIES] 

GEOLOGER EEGGLOOR specialist in geology [n -S] 

GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES] 
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GEOMETER EEEGMORT specialist in geometry [n -S] 

GEOMETRY EEGMORTY branch of mathematics [n -RIES] 

GEOPHAGY AEGGHOPY practice of eating earthy substances [n -GIES] 

GEOPHONE EEGHNOOP device that detects vibrations in earth [n -S] 

GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S] 

GEOPROBE BEEGOOPR spacecraft for exploring space near earth [n -S] 

GEORGICS CEGGIORS GEORGIC, poem about farming [n] 

GEOTAXES AEEGOSTX GEOTAXIS, movement of organism in response to gravity [n] 

GEOTAXIS AEGIOSTX movement of organism in response to gravity [n -XES] 

GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S] 

GERANIOL AEGILNOR alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

GERANIUM AEGIMNRU flowering plant [n -S] 

GERARDIA AADEGIRR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

GERBERAS ABEEGRRS GERBERA, herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n] 

GERBILLE BEEGILLR gerbil (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

GERENUKS EEGKNRSU GERENUK, long-necked antelope [n] 

GESTALTS AEGLSSTT GESTALT, unified whole [n] 

GESTAPOS AEGOPSST GESTAPO, secret-police organization [n] 

GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GETAWAYS AAEGSTWY GETAWAY, escape [n] 

GHARIALS AAGHILRS GHARIAL, large reptile [n] 

GHARRIES AEGHIRRS GHARRY, carriage used in India [n] 

GHERAOES AEEGHORS GHERAO (physical coercion) [n] 

GHERKINS EGHIKNRS GHERKIN, small cucumber [n] 

GHETTOES     EEGHOSTT GHETTO, slum [n] 

GHILLIES EGHIILLS GHILLIE, type of shoe (covering for foot) [n] 

GHOSTING GGHINOST false image on television screen [n -S] 

GHOULIES EGHILOSU GHOULIE, ghoul (demon (evil spirit)) [n] 

GIANTESS AEGINSST female giant [n -ES] 

GIANTISM AGIIMNST condition of being giant [n -S] 

GIARDIAS AADGIIRS GIARDIA, protozoan inhabiting intestines [n] 

GIBBSITE BBEGIIST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

GIFTABLE ABEFGILT something appropriate for gift [n -S] 

GIFTINGS FGGIINST GIFTING, act of presenting with gift [n] 

GIFTWARE AEFGIRTW wares suitable for gifts [n -S] 

GIGABITS ABGGIIST GIGABIT, unit of information [n] 

GIGABYTE ABEGGITY 1,073,741,824 bytes [n -S] 

GIGAFLOP AFGGILOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

GIGATONS AGGINOST GIGATON, unit of weight [n] 

GIGAWATT AAGGITTW unit of power [n -S] 

GIGGLERS EGGGILRS GIGGLER, one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n] 

GILBERTS BEGILRST GILBERT, unit of magnetomotive* force [n] 

GILDHALL ADGHILLL town hall [n -S] 

GILDINGS DGGIILNS GILDING, application of gilt [n] 

GILTHEAD ADEGHILT marine fish [n -S] 

GIMCRACK ACCGIKMR gewgaw (showy trinket) [n -S] 
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GINGALLS AGGILLNS GINGALL, jingal (heavy musket) [n] 

GINGELEY EEGGILNY gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINGELIS EGGIILNS GINGELI, gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n] 

GINGELLI EGGIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINGELLY EGGILLNY sesame seed or its oil [n -LLIES] 

GINGHAMS AGGHIMNS GINGHAM, cotton fabric [n] 

GINGILIS GGIIILNS GINGILI, gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n] 

GINGILLI GGIIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINGIVAE AEGGIINV GINGIVA, fleshy tissue that surrounds teeth [n] 

GINGKOES EGGIKNOS GINGKO, ginkgo (ornamental tree) [n] 

GINKGOES EGGIKNOS GINKGO, ornamental tree [n] 

GINNINGS GGIINNNS GINNING, cotton as it comes from gin [n] 

GINSENGS EGGINNSS GINSENG, perennial herb [n] 

GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIRAFFES AEFFGIRS GIRAFFE, long-necked mammal [n] 

GIRASOLE AEGILORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S] 

GIRASOLS AGILORSS GIRASOL, variety of opal [n] 

GIRDLERS DEGILRRS GIRDLER, one that girdles (to encircle with belt) [n] 

GIRLHOOD DGHILOOR state of being girl (female child) [n -S] 

GIROLLES EGILLORS GIROLLE, edible mushroom [n] 

GIROSOLS GILOORSS GIROSOL, girasol (variety of opal) [n] 

GISARMES AEGIMRSS GISARME, medieval weapon [n] 

GITTERNS EGINRSTT GITTERN, medieval guitar [n] 

GIVEAWAY AAEGIVWY something given away free of charge [n -S] 

GIVEBACK ABCEGIKV worker's benefit given back to management [n -S] 

GIZZARDS ADGIRSZZ GIZZARD, digestive organ [n] 

GJETOSTS EGJOSSTT GJETOST, hard brown cheese [n] 

GLABELLA AABEGLLL smooth area between eyebrows [n -E] 

GLACIERS ACEGILRS GLACIER, huge mass of ice [n] 

GLACISES ACEGILSS GLACIS, slope [n] 

GLADIOLA AADGILLO flowering plant [n -S] 

GLADIOLI ADGIILLO segments of sternum [n GLADIOLI] 

GLADNESS ADEGLNSS state of being glad (feeling pleasure) [n -ES] 

GLANCERS ACEGLNRS GLANCER, one that glances (to look quickly) [n] 

GLANDERS ADEGLNRS disease of horses [n -S] 

GLANDULE ADEGLLNU small gland [n -S] 

GLASNOST AGLNOSST Soviet policy of open political discussion [n -S] 

GLASSFUL AFGLLSSU as much as drinking glass will hold [n -S] 

GLASSIES AEGILSSS GLASSIE, type of playing marble [n] 

GLASSINE AEGILNSS type of paper [n -S] 

GLASSMAN AAGLMNSS glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n -MEN] 

GLASSMEN AEGLMNSS GLASSMAN, glazier (one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes)) [n] 

GLAUCOMA AACGLMOU disease of eye [n -S] 

GLAZIERS AEGILRSZ GLAZIER, one that glazes (to fit windows with glass panes) [n] 

GLAZIERY AEGILRYZ work of glazier [n -RIES] 
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GLAZINGS AGGILNSZ GLAZING, glaziery (work of glazier) [n] 

GLEAMERS AEEGLMRS GLEAMER, one that gleams (to shine with soft radiance) [n] 

GLEANERS AEEGLNRS GLEANER, one that gleans (to gather little by little) [n] 

GLEANING AEGGILNN something that is gleaned [n -S] 

GLEGNESS EEGGLNSS alertness (state of being alert (ready for sudden action)) [n -ES] 

GLEYINGS EGGILNSY GLEYING, development of gley [n] 

GLIADINE ADEGIILN gliadin (simple protein) [n -S] 

GLIADINS ADGIILNS GLIADIN, simple protein [n] 

GLIBNESS BEGILNSS quality of being glib (fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease)) [n -ES] 

GLIMPSER EGILMPRS one that glimpses (to see for instant) [n -S] 

GLIOMATA AAGILMOT GLIOMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

GLITCHES CEGHILST GLITCH, malfunction [n] 

GLOAMING AGGILMNO twilight (early evening light) [n -S] 

GLOATERS AEGLORST GLOATER, one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n] 

GLOBOIDS BDGILOOS GLOBOID, spheroid (type of geometric solid) [n] 

GLOBULAR ABGLLORU spherical cluster of stars [n -S] 

GLOBULES BEGLLOSU GLOBULE, small spherical mass [n] 

GLOBULIN BGILLNOU simple protein [n -S] 

GLOCHIDS CDGHILOS GLOCHID, barbed hair on some plants [n] 

GLONOINS GILNNOOS GLONOIN, nitroglycerin [n] 

GLOOMING GGILMNOO gloaming (twilight (early evening light)) [n -S] 

GLORIOLE EGILLOOR halo [n -S] 

GLOSSARY AGLORSSY list of terms and their definitions [n -RIES] 

GLOSSEME EEGLMOSS smallest linguistic unit that signals meaning [n -S] 

GLOSSERS EGLORSSS GLOSSER, one that glosses (to make lustrous) [n] 

GLOSSIES EGILOSSS GLOSSY, type of photograph [n] 

GLOSSINA AGILNOSS tsetse fly [n -S] 

GLOVEBOX BEGLOOVX small compartment in dashboard of vehicle [n -ES] 

GLOWWORM GLMOORWW luminous insect [n -S] 

GLOXINIA AGIILNOX tropical plant [n -S] 

GLUCAGON ACGGLNOU hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

GLUCINUM CGILMNUU metallic element [n -S] 

GLUCOSES CEGLOSSU GLUCOSE, sugar [n] 

GLUEPOTS EGLOPSTU GLUEPOT, pot for melting glue [n] 

GLUHWEIN EGHILNUW wine flavored with spices [n -S] 

GLUINESS EGILNSSU state of being gluey (resembling glue) [n -ES] 

GLUMNESS EGLMNSSU state of being glum (being in low spirits) [n -ES] 

GLUTELIN EGILLNTU any of group of proteins occurring in cereal grains [n -S] 

GLUTENIN EGILNNTU protein of cereal grains that gives adhesiveness to bread dough [n -S] 

GLUTTONS GLNOSTTU GLUTTON, person who eats to excess [n] 

GLUTTONY GLNOTTUY excessive eating [n -NIES] 

GLYCEMIA ACEGILMY presence of glucose in blood [n -S] 

GLYCERIN CEGILNRY glycerol (syrupy alcohol) [n -S] 

GLYCEROL CEGLLORY syrupy alcohol [n -S] 

GLYCERYL CEGLLRYY radical derived from glycerol [n -S] 

GLYCINES CEGILNSY GLYCINE, amino acid [n] 
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GLYCOGEN CEGGLNOY carbohydrate [n -S] 

GLYCONIC CCGILNOY type of verse line [n -S] 

GLYCOSYL CGLLOSYY radical derived from glucose [n -S] 

GLYPTICS CGILPSTY GLYPTIC, art or process of engraving on gems [n] 

GNATHION AGHINNOT tip of chin [n -S] 

GNATHITE AEGHINTT jawlike appendage of insect [n -S] 

GNAWINGS AGGINNSW GNAWING, persistent dull pain [n] 

GNEISSES EEGINSSS GNEISS, type of rock [n] 

GNOMISTS GIMNOSST GNOMIST, writer of aphorisms [n] 

GNOSTICS CGINOSST GNOSTIC, adherent of gnosticism [n] 

GOALBALL AABGLLLO ball thrown at goal to score [n -S] 

GOALPOST AGLOOPST post that marks boundary of scoring area in some games [n -S] 

GOATFISH AFGHIOST tropical fish [n -ES] 

GOATHERD ADEGHORT one who tends goats (horned mammal) [n -S] 

GOATSKIN AGIKNOST hide of goat [n -S] 

GOBBLERS BBEGLORS GOBBLER, male turkey [n] 

GOBIOIDS BDGIIOOS GOBIOID, fish of goby family [n] 

GOBSHITE BEGHIOST offensive term [n -S] 

GODCHILD CDDGHILO one whom person sponsors at baptism [n -REN] 

GODETIAS ADEGIOST GODETIA, showy annual herb [n] 

GODHEADS ADDEGHOS GODHEAD, godhood (state of being god) [n] 

GODHOODS DDGHOOOS GODHOOD, state of being god [n] 

GODLINGS DGGILNOS GODLING, lesser god [n] 

GODROONS DGNOOORS GODROON, gadroon [n] 

GODSENDS DDEGNOSS GODSEND, unexpected boon [n] 

GODSHIPS DGHIOPSS GODSHIP, rank of god [n] 

GOETHITE EEGHIOTT ore of iron [n -S] 

GOGGLERS EGGGLORS GOGGLER, one that goggles (to use Google search engine) [n] 

GOLCONDA ACDGLNOO source of great wealth [n -S] 

GOLDBUGS BDGGLOSU GOLDBUG, gold beetle [n] 

GOLDEYES DEEGLOSY GOLDEYE, freshwater fish [n] 

GOLDFISH DFGHILOS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

GOLDURNS DGLNORSU GOLDURN, goldarn [n] 

GOLFINGS FGGILNOS GOLFING, game of golf [n] 

GOLGOTHA AGGHLOOT place of burial [n -S] 

GOLIARDS ADGILORS GOLIARD, wandering student [n] 

GOLIATHS AGHILOST GOLIATH, person considered to be giant [n] 

GOLLIWOG GGILLOOW grotesque doll [n -S] 

GOLLYWOG GGLLOOWY golliwog (grotesque doll) [n -S] 

GOLOSHES EGHLOOSS GOLOSH, galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n] / GOLOSHE [n] 

GOMBEENS BEEGMNOS GOMBEEN, usury (lending of money at exorbitant interest rate) [n] 

GOMBROON BGMNOOOR kind of Persian pottery [n -S] 

GOMERALS AEGLMORS GOMERAL, fool [n] 

GOMERELS EEGLMORS GOMEREL, gomeral (fool) [n] 

GOMERILS EGILMORS GOMERIL, gomeral (fool) [n] 

GONDOLAS ADGLNOOS GONDOLA, long, narrow boat [n] 
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GONENESS EEGNNOSS state of exhaustion [n -ES] 

GONFALON AFGLNNOO banner [n -S] 

GONFANON AFGNNNOO gonfalon (banner) [n -S] 

GONIDIUM DGIIMNOU asexual reproductive cell [n -IA] 

GONOCYTE CEGNOOTY cell that produces gametes [n -S] 

GONOPORE EGNOOOPR genital pore [n -S] 

GOODBYES BDEGOOSY GOODBYE, concluding remark or gesture at parting [n] 

GOODNESS DEGNOOSS state of being good (having positive or desirable qualities) [n -ES] 

GOODWIFE DEFGIOOW mistress of household [n -IVES] 

GOODWILL DGILLOOW attitude of friendliness [n -S] 

GOOFBALL ABFGLLOO sleeping pill [n -S] 

GOOFUSES EFGOOSSU GOOFUS, foolish or stupid person [n] 

GOOGLIES EGGILOOS GOOGLY, type of bowled ball in cricket [n] 

GOOMBAHS ABGHMOOS GOOMBAH, older man who is friend [n] 

GOOMBAYS ABGMOOSY GOOMBAY, calypso music of Bahamas [n] 

GORBELLY BEGLLORY potbelly (protruding abdominal region) [n -LLIES] 

GORCOCKS CCGKOORS GORCOCK, male red grouse [n] 

GORDITAS ADGIORST GORDITA, stuffed and fried pocket of cornmeal dough [n] 

GOREFEST EEFGORST movie featuring much bloodshed [n -S] 

GORGERIN EGGINORR part of column [n -S] 

GORILLAS AGILLORS GORILLA, large ape [n] 

GORINESS EGINORSS state of being gory (bloody (stained with blood)) [n -ES] 

GORMANDS ADGMNORS GORMAND, gourmand (one who loves to eat) [n] 

GOSHAWKS AGHKOSSW GOSHAWK, large hawk [n] 

GOSLINGS GGILNOSS GOSLING, young goose [n] 

GOSPELER EEGLOPRS one that teaches gospel [n -S] 

GOSPORTS GOOPRSST GOSPORT, communication device in airplane [n] 

GOSSAMER AEGMORSS fine film of cobwebs [n -S] 

GOSSIPER EGIOPRSS one that gossips (to talk idly about affairs of others) [n -S] 

GOSSIPRY GIOPRSSY practice of gossiping [n -RIES] 

GOSSOONS GNOOOSSS GOSSOON, boy (male child) [n] 

GOSSYPOL GLOOPSSY toxic pigment [n -S] 

GOTCHIES CEGHIOST underpants [n GOTCHIES] 

GOTHITES EGHIOSTT GOTHITE, goethite (ore of iron) [n] 

GOUACHES ACEGHOSU GOUACHE, method of painting [n] 

GOURAMIS AGIMORSU GOURAMI, food fish [n] 

GOURDFUL DFGLORUU as much as hollowed gourd can hold [n -S] 

GOURMAND ADGMNORU one who loves to eat [n -S] 

GOURMETS EGMORSTU GOURMET, connoisseur of fine food and drink [n] 

GOUTWEED DEEGOTUW plant with white flowers [n -S] 

GOVERNOR EGNOORRV one that governs (to rule or direct) [n -S] 

GOWNSMAN AGMNNOSW professional or academic person [n -MEN] 

GOWNSMEN EGMNNOSW GOWNSMAN, professional or academic person [n] 

GRABBERS ABBEGRRS GRABBER, one that grabs (to grasp suddenly) [n] 

GRABBLER ABBEGLRR one that grabbles (to grope (to feel about with hands)) [n -S] 

GRACILES ACEGILRS GRACILIS, thigh muscle [n] 
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GRACILIS ACGIILRS thigh muscle [n -LES] 

GRACIOSO ACGIOORS clown in Spanish comedy [n -S] 

GRACKLES ACEGKLRS GRACKLE, blackbird [n] 

GRADIENT ADEGINRT rate of inclination [n -S] 

GRADINES ADEGINRS GRADINE, one of series of steps [n] 

GRADUALS AADGLRSU GRADUAL, hymn sung in alternate parts [n] 

GRADUAND AADDGNRU one who is about to graduate [n -S] 

GRADUSES ADEGRSSU GRADUS, dictionary of prosody [n] 

GRAFFITI AFFGIIRT GRAFFITO, inscription or drawing made on rock or wall [n] 

GRAFFITO AFFGIORT inscription or drawing made on rock or wall [n -TI] 

GRAFTAGE AAEFGGRT process of grafting [n -S] 

GRAFTERS AEFGRRST GRAFTER, one that grafts (to unite with growing plant by insertion) [n] 

GRAINERS AEGINRRS GRAINER, one that grains (to form into small particles) [n] 

GRAMARYE AAEGMRRY occult learning; magic [n -S] 

GRAMERCY ACEGMRRY expression of gratitude [n -CIES] 

GRAMMARS AAGMMRRS GRAMMAR, study of formal features of language [n] 

GRAMPIES AEGIMPRS GRAMPY, grampa (grandfather) [n] 

GRANDADS AADDGNRS GRANDAD, granddad (grandfather) [n] 

GRANDAME AADEGMNR grandam (grandmother) [n -S] 

GRANDAMS AADGMNRS GRANDAM, grandmother [n] 

GRANDDAD AADDDGNR grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDDAM AADDGMNR female parent of animal with offspring [n -S] 

GRANDEES ADEEGNRS GRANDEE, man of high social position [n] 

GRANDEUR ADEGNRRU state of being grand (large and impressive) [n -S] 

GRANDKID ADDGIKNR child of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

GRANDMAS AADGMNRS GRANDMA, grandmother [n] 

GRANDPAS AADGNPRS GRANDPA, grandfather [n] 

GRANDSIR ADGINRRS grandfather [n -S] 

GRANDSON ADGNNORS son of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

GRANGERS AEGGNRRS GRANGER, farmer (one that farms (to manage and cultivate as farm (tract of land devoted to agriculture))) [n] 

GRANITAS AAGINRST GRANITA, iced dessert [n] 

GRANITES AEGINRST GRANITE, type of rock [n] 

GRANNIES AEGINNRS GRANNIE, granny (grandmother) [n] / GRANNY [n] 

GRANOLAS AAGLNORS GRANOLA, breakfast cereal [n] 

GRANTEES AEEGNRST GRANTEE, one to whom something is granted [n] 

GRANTERS AEGNRRST GRANTER, one that grants (to bestow upon) [n] 

GRANTORS AGNORRST GRANTOR, granter (one that grants (to bestow upon)) [n] 

GRANULES AEGLNRSU GRANULE, small particle [n] 

GRAPHEME AEEGHMPR unit of writing system [n -S] 

GRAPHENE AEEGHNPR sheet of carbon atoms [n -S]  

GRAPHICS ACGHIPRS GRAPHIC, product of art of representation [n] 

GRAPHITE AEGHIPRT variety of carbon [n -S] 

GRAPLINE AEGILNPR graplin (grapnel (type of anchor)) [n -S] 

GRAPLINS AGILNPRS GRAPLIN, grapnel (type of anchor) [n] 

GRAPNELS AEGLNPRS GRAPNEL, type of anchor [n] 

GRAPPLER AEGLPPRR one that grapples (to struggle or contend) [n -S] 
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GRASPERS AEGPRRSS GRASPER, one that grasps (to seize firmly with hand) [n] 

GRATINGS AGGINRST GRATING, network of bars covering opening [n] 

GRATUITY AGIRTTUY gift of money [n -TIES] 

GRAUPELS AEGLPRSU GRAUPEL, granular snow pellets [n] 

GRAVAMEN AAEGMNRV most serious part of accusation [n -S, -MINA] 

GRAVIDAE AADEGIRV GRAVIDA, pregnant woman [n] 

GRAVIDAS AADGIRSV GRAVIDA, pregnant woman [n] 

GRAVITAS AAGIRSTV reserved, dignified behavior [n -ES] 

GRAVITON AGINORTV hypothetical particle [n -S] 

GRAVLAKS AAGKLRSV gravlax (cured salmon) [n GRAVLAKS] 

GRAVURES AEGRRSUV GRAVURE, printing process [n] 

GRAYBACK AABCGKRY gray bird [n -S] 

GRAYFISH AFGHIRSY dogfish (small shark) [n -ES] 

GRAYLAGS AAGGLRSY GRAYLAG, wild goose [n] 

GRAYLING AGGILNRY food fish [n -S] 

GRAYMAIL AAGILMRY pressure on official to reveal sensitive information [n -S] 

GRAYNESS AEGNRSSY state of being gray (of color between white and black) [n -ES] 

GRAYOUTS AGORSTUY GRAYOUT, temporary blurring of vision [n] 

GRAZIERS AEGIRRSZ GRAZIER, one that grazes cattle [n] 

GRAZINGS AGGINRSZ GRAZING, land used for feeding of animals [n] 

GREASERS AEEGRRSS GREASER, one that greases (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [n] 

GREEGREE EEEEGGRR grigri (fetish or amulet) [n -S] 

GREENBUG BEEGGNRU green aphid [n -S] 

GREENERY EEEGNRRY green vegetation [n -RIES] 

GREENFLY EEFGLNRY green aphid [n -LIES] 

GREENIES EEEGINRS GREENIE, amphetamine pill [n] 

GREENING EEGGINNR variety of apple [n -S] 

GREENLET EEEGLNRT vireo (small bird) [n -S] 

GREENTHS EEGHNRST GREENTH, verdure (green vegetation) [n] 

GREENWAY AEEGNRWY piece of undeveloped land in city [n -S] 

GREETERS EEEGRRST GREETER, one that greets (to address in friendly and courteous way) [n] 

GREETING EEGGINRT salutation [n -S]  

GREISENS EEGINRSS GREISEN, type of rock [n] 

GREMIALS AEGILMRS GREMIAL, lap cloth used by bishop during service [n] 

GREMLINS EGILMNRS GREMLIN, mischievous creature [n] 

GREMMIES EEGIMMRS GREMMIE, inexperienced surfer [n] / GREMMY [n] 

GRENADES ADEEGNRS GRENADE, explosive device [n] 

GREYHENS EEGHNRSY GREYHEN, female black grouse [n] 

GREYLAGS AEGGLRSY GREYLAG, graylag (wild goose) [n] 

GREYNESS EEGNRSSY grayness (state of being gray (of color between white and black)) [n -ES] 

GRIBBLES BBEGILRS GRIBBLE, marine isopod [n] 

GRIDDERS DDEGIRRS GRIDDER, football player [n] 

GRIEVANT AEGINRTV one that submits complaint for arbitration [n -S] 

GRIEVERS EEGIRRSV GRIEVER, one that grieves (to feel grief) [n] 

GRIFFINS FFGIINRS GRIFFIN, mythological creature [n] 

GRIFFONS FFGINORS GRIFFON, griffin (mythological creature) [n] 
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GRIFTERS EFGIRRST GRIFTER, swindler (one that swindles (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

GRILLADE ADEGILLR dish of grilled meat [n -S] 

GRILLAGE AEGGILLR framework of timber [n -S] 

GRILLERS EGILLRRS GRILLER, one that grills (to broil on gridiron) [n] 

GRILLERY EGILLRRY place where grilled foods are served [n -RIES] 

GRIMACER ACEGIMRR one that grimaces (to contort facial features) [n -S] 

GRIMNESS EGIMNRSS quality of being grim (stern and unrelenting) [n -ES] 

GRIMOIRE EGIIMORR book of magic spells [n -S] 

GRINCHES CEGHINRS GRINCH, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

GRINDERS DEGINRRS GRINDER, one that grinds (to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction) [n] 

GRINDERY DEGINRRY place where tools are ground [n -RIES] 

GRINNERS EGINNRRS GRINNER, one that grins (to smile broadly) [n] 

GRIPPERS EGIPPRRS GRIPPER, one that grips (to grasp (to seize firmly with hand)) [n] 

GRIPSACK ACGIKPRS valise (small piece of hand luggage) [n -S] 

GRISETTE EEGIRSTT young French working-class girl [n -S] 

GRISKINS GIIKNRSS GRISKIN, lean part of loin of pork [n] 

GRISTERS EGIRRSST GRISTER, one that grinds grain [n] 

GRISTLES EGILRSST GRISTLE, tough part of meat [n] 

GRITTERS EGIRRSTT GRITTER, one that grits (to press teeth together) [n] 

GRIZZLER EGILRRZZ one that grizzles (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

GROANERS AEGNORRS GROANER, one that groans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n] 

GROGGERY EGGGORRY barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -RIES] 

GROGRAMS AGGMORRS GROGRAM, coarse silk fabric [n] 

GROGSHOP GGHOOPRS groggery (barroom (room where liquor is sold)) [n -S] 

GROMWELL EGLLMORW herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

GROOMERS EGMOORRS GROOMER, one that grooms (to clean and care for) [n] 

GROOVERS EGOORRSV GROOVER, one that grooves (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [n] 

GROSBEAK ABEGKORS finch (small bird) [n -S] 

GROSCHEN CEGHNORS formerly used Austrian coin [n GROSCHEN] 

GROSSERS EGORRSSS GROSSER, product yielding large volume of business [n] 

GROTTOES EGOORSTT GROTTO, cave [n] 

GROUNDER DEGNORRU type of batted baseball [n -S] 

GROUPAGE AEGGOPRU arranging of persons or things into groups [n -S] 

GROUPERS EGOPRRSU GROUPER, food fish [n] 

GROUPIES EGIOPRSU GROUPIE, follower of rock groups [n] 

GROUPING GGINOPRU set of objects [n -S] 

GROUPOID DGIOOPRU type of mathematical set [n -S] 

GROUSERS EGORRSSU GROUSER, one that grouses (to complain (to express discontent)) [n] 

GROUTERS EGORRSTU GROUTER, one that grouts (to fill with thin mortar) [n] 

GROVELER EEGLORRV one that grovels (to crawl in abject manner) [n -S] 

GROWLERS EGLORRSW GROWLER, one that growls (to utter deep, harsh sound) [n] 

GROWNUPS GNOPRSUW GROWNUP, mature person [n] 

GRUBBERS BBEGRRSU GRUBBER, one that grubs (to dig (to break up, turn over, or remove earth)) [n] 

GRUBWORM BGMORRUW larva of some insects [n -S] 

GRUDGERS DEGGRRSU GRUDGER, one that grudges (to be unwilling to give or admit) [n] 

GRUELERS EEGLRRSU GRUELER, one that gruels (to disable by hard work) [n] 
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GRUELING EGGILNRU exhausting experience [n -S] 

GRUELLER EEGLLRRU grueler (one that gruels (to disable by hard work)) [n -S] 

GRUMBLER BEGLMRRU one that grumbles (to mutter in discontent) [n -S] 

GRUMPHIE EGHIMPRU pig [n -S] 

GRUNGERS EGGNRRSU GRUNGER, fan of style of rock music and associated fashions [n] 

GRUNIONS GINNORSU GRUNION, small food fish [n] 

GRUNTERS EGNRRSTU GRUNTER, one that grunts (to utter deep, guttural sound) [n] 

GRUYERES EEGRRSUY GRUYERE, Swiss cheese [n] 

GRYPHONS GHNOPRSY GRYPHON, griffin (mythological creature) [n] 

GUACHARO AACGHORU tropical bird [n -ES, -S] 

GUAIACOL AACGILOU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUAIACUM AACGIMUU medicinal resin [n -S] 

GUAIOCUM ACGIMOUU guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n -S] 

GUANACOS AACGNOSU GUANACO, South American mammal [n] 

GUANASES AAEGNSSU GUANASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

GUANIDIN ADGIINNU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUANINES AEGINNSU GUANINE, chemical compound [n] 

GUARACHE AACEGHRU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

GUARANAS AAAGNRSU GUARANA, South American shrub [n] 

GUARANIS AAGINRSU GUARANI, monetary unit of Paraguay [n] 

GUARDANT AADGNRTU guardian (one that guards (to protect)) [n -S] 

GUARDDOG ADDGGORU dog trained to guard persons or property [n -S] 

GUARDERS ADEGRRSU GUARDER, one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n] 

GUARDIAN AADGINRU one that guards (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

GUAYULES AEGLSUUY GUAYULE, shrub that is source of rubber [n] 

GUERIDON DEGINORU small stand or table [n -S] 

GUERILLA AEGILLRU member of small independent band of soldiers [n -S] 

GUERNSEY EEGNRSUY woolen shirt [n -S] 

GUESSERS EEGRSSSU GUESSER, one that guesses (to form opinion from little or no evidence) [n] 

GUIDANCE ACDEGINU advice (recommendation regarding decision or action) [n -S] 

GUIDEWAY ADEGIUWY track for controlling line of motion of something [n -S] 

GUILDERS DEGILRSU GUILDER, former monetary unit of Netherlands [n] 

GUIPURES EGIPRSUU GUIPURE, type of lace [n] 

GUISARDS ADGIRSSU GUISARD, masker (one that wears mask) [n] 

GUITGUIT GGIITTUU tropical American bird [n -S] 

GULFWEED DEEFGLUW brownish seaweed [n -S] 

GULOSITY GILOSTUY gluttony (excessive eating) [n -TIES] 

GUMBALLS ABGLLMSU GUMBALL, small ball of chewing gum [n] 

GUMBOILS BGILMOSU GUMBOIL, abscess in gum [n] 

GUMBOOTS BGMOOSTU GUMBOOT, rubber boot [n] 

GUMBOTIL BGILMOTU sticky clay [n -S] 

GUMDROPS DGMOPRSU GUMDROP, chewy candy [n] 

GUMLINES EGILMNSU GUMLINE, edge of gums meeting teeth [n] 

GUMMITES EGIMMSTU GUMMITE, mixture of various minerals [n] 

GUMMOSES EGMMOSSU GUMMOSIS, disease of plants [n] 

GUMMOSIS GIMMOSSU disease of plants [n -S] 
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GUMPTION GIMNOPTU shrewdness (quality of being shrewd (having keen insight)) [n -S] 

GUMTREES EEGMRSTU GUMTREE, tree that yields gum [n] 

GUMWEEDS DEEGMSUW GUMWEED, plant covered with gummy substance [n] 

GUMWOODS DGMOOSUW GUMWOOD, wood of gumtree [n] 

GUNBOATS ABGNOSTU GUNBOAT, armed vessel [n] 

GUNFIRES EFGINRSU GUNFIRE, firing of guns [n] 

GUNFLINT FGILNNTU flint in flintlock [n -S] 

GUNLOCKS CGKLNOSU GUNLOCK, mechanism which ignites charge of gun [n] 

GUNMETAL AEGLMNTU dark gray color [n -S] 

GUNNERAS AEGNNRSU GUNNERA, plant with large leaves [n] 

GUNNINGS GGINNNSU GUNNING, sport of hunting with gun [n] 

GUNNYBAG ABGGNNUY bag made of gunny [n -S] 

GUNPAPER AEGNPPRU type of explosive paper [n -S] 

GUNPLAYS AGLNPSUY GUNPLAY, shooting of guns [n] 

GUNPOINT GINNOPTU point or aim of gun [n -S] 

GUNPORTS GNOPRSTU GUNPORT, opening in ship or airplane for gun [n] 

GUNROOMS GMNOORSU GUNROOM, room on British warship [n] 

GUNSHIPS GHINPSSU GUNSHIP, armed helicopter [n] 

GUNSHOTS GHNOSSTU GUNSHOT, projectile fired from gun [n] 

GUNSIGHT GGHINSTU device on gun for aiming [n -S] 

GUNSMITH GHIMNSTU one who makes or repairs firearms [n -S] 

GUNSTOCK CGKNOSTU rear wooden part of rifle [n -S] 

GUNWALES AEGLNSUW GUNWALE, upper edge of ship's side [n] 

GURDWARA AADGRRUW Sikh temple [n -S] 

GURGLETS EGGLRSTU GURGLET, goglet (long-necked jar) [n] 

GURNARDS ADGNRRSU GURNARD, marine fish [n] 

GURUSHIP GHIPRSUU office of guru (Hindu spiritual teacher) [n -S] 

GUSTABLE ABEGLSTU savory food [n -S] 

GUTTLERS EGLRSTTU GUTTLER, one that guttles (to eat rapidly) [n] 

GUTTURAL AGLRTTUU throaty sound [n -S] 

GUYLINES EGILNSUY GUYLINE, rope, chain, or wire used as brace [n] 

GUZZLERS EGLRSUZZ GUZZLER, one that guzzles (to drink rapidly) [n] 

GWEDUCKS CDEGKSUW GWEDUCK, geoduck (large, edible clam) [n] 

GYMKHANA AAGHKMNY athletic meet [n -S] 

GYMNASIA AAGIMNSY gyms (room for athletic activities) [n GYMNASIA] 

GYMNASTS AGMNSSTY GYMNAST, one who is skilled in physical exercises [n] 

GYMSLIPS GILMPSSY GYMSLIP, sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n] 

GYNAECEA AACEEGNY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNAECEA] 

GYNAECIA AACEGINY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNAECIA] 

GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES] 

GYNARCHY ACGHNRYY government by women [n -HIES] 

GYNECIUM CEGIMNUY pistil of flower [n -IA] 

GYNIATRY AGINRTYY treatment of women's diseases [n -RIES] 

GYNOECIA ACEGINOY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNOECIA] 

GYPLURES EGLPRSUY GYPLURE, synthetic attractant to trap gypsy moths [n] 

GYPSTERS EGPRSSTY GYPSTER, one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 
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GYPSYDOM DGMOPSYY realm of gypsies [n -S] 

GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY mode of life of gypsies [n -S] 

GYRATION AGINORTY act of gyrating (to revolve or rotate) [n -S] 

GYRATORS AGORRSTY GYRATOR, one that gyrates (to revolve or rotate) [n] 

GYROSTAT AGORSTTY type of stabilizing device [n -S] 


